Thank you Arts, Beats & Eats Volunteers: Stephanie Lee, Lindsey Feldman, Chris
Townsend, Christina Townsend, Kristine Salva and Sally Lang.
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JARC’s Annual Shabbat Picnic at Beverly Hills Village Park
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1. Rosemary Langevin and Keyur Shahane
2. Seth Grosky and Jason Hojnacki
3. Adelle Porter, Rosemary Langevin,
Keyur Shahane, Jason Jordan, William
Learst, Juanita Wright, David Rosenberg,
Zeeland Shepard and Jeff Oliasz.
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Diamond Bell Boat Ride
Sponsored by the Irene Elkus Good
Times Fund

4. Shirlyn Davis, Caryn Martel,
Josh Levinson, and LaDawn
Mills.
5. Theresa Saunders and Jerry T.
6. YaYa Bah, Gabby Garrett,
Ebonique Cochrane and
7 Abby Katchke.

Jackie Herzberg and Carowyn Majors

Our wonderful Sukkah volunteers at the
Frederick H. Pitt Home!

Technologies, based in Waterford,

The company has grown into a niche

storage and lunch bags- 5 or 6 types of

supplier of adhesive products, plastics
used for car interiors, roofs, door panels
and flooring. 75-80% of their products

suppliesJARC with an abundance of trash
bags, as well as zip lock bags for food
bags in all.

According to Rob Cohen, this amounts to

an impressive 125,000 bags of different
types and sizes a year: "We're happy to

supportJARC in this way," says Rob, "It's
been a very meaningful participation."
Rob Cohen has always found great worth
in "the efficiency with whichJARC carries

out its mission." Introduced by earlyJARC
supporters, Rob states: "Their mission
and clientele appealed to us from the

start."

Rob's wife Annie Cohen, who served on
theJARC board from1988-1993 and has
also helped for many years with the

annual fall fundraiser, including as a ticket
seller, callsJARC: "A wonderful, wonderful

Thanks to the long term generosity of owners

Rob and Annie Cohen of Advance
Packaging Technologies, JARC has been

provided with their trash and plastic bag needs

for 25 years.

Through their generous donations,JARC's
Business Buddy Advance Packaging

organization, greatly needed in the
community."

Rob Cohen bought the company in 1987

when it was Advance Bag Manufacturing.
Advance Packaging Technologies has
grown greatly over the years, and today
exists throughout the United States as
well as in Canada and Mexico.

market, primarily as an automotive

are in film form (flexible material wound
on a roll), 20% are bags, including those

they supply toJARC. According to Rob,
"We are the largest suppliers of adhesive
films in the country to the automotive
industry."

Rob and Annie Cohen are both gracious
and enthusiastic about their long term

involvement withJARC. Both
acknowledge a niece with
developmental disabilities who lives
outside of Detroit, and being sensitive to
these issues.
"We have a very strong interest inJARC

and what it does," says Annie. "JARC are
the most caring group of people. They
are such a plus for our community. You
don't see that in all communities. They
can't be replaced, and I applaud them."

With all of JARC's ample need for this
plentiful supply of trash and kitchen
bags, it is hard to imagine getting by
without them. Thank you Business
Buddies Rob and Annie Cohen 1

VOLUNTEER FOCUS: THE FREEDLAND FAMILY
It's truly a family affair- all four Freedlands pitching in as
volunteers forJARC. Speaking with wife Jen, husband

Stu, and their children Rachel and Noah Freedland,

all four are passionate about their experiences
volunteering forJARC. Their commitments run deep:
building sukkahs for six years now, planting flowers at
JARC 's Flowerathon, helping out at bingo nights.

of letter coding that he devised, and took photos of
the structure, so that it would be installed more

smoothly the following year. "It gives me great
pleasure to help out," says Stu, "to see smiles on
the residents' faces brings joy to me."

This year the family volunteered at Flowerathon at
the Gilbert/Katzman Home. "Brooke, Laura and
"I am a professional volunteer," statesJen, who worked in Stacie, who live at the Gilbert/Katzman Home
human resources before she had kids. Since having kids, helped out, too" statesJen, "We planted flowers and
had a wonderful time. It looked beautiful."
she is a stay at home mom and a volunteer. The
Freedlands live in West Bloomfield.

Bingo nights are "probably our favorite," saysJen.
Rachel is 12 and a½ going on 13 and just centered her bat Son Noah agrees. "It makes me smile when everyone
at bingo is gathered around talking to each other.
mitzvah project aroundJARC, honoring the women of
They ' re always happy!"
the Gilbert home. Noah is 10 years old and loves
volunteering atJARC as well, his favorite activity is calling Rachel, whose bat mitzvah just took place in May,
out bingo numbers forJARC residents at Temple Beth El
chose JARC for what was to be a very creative
bingo nights.
mitzvah project. "I love to write poetry," she explains.
Jen explains that the Freedlands family got involved with "I interviewed the ladies at the Gilbert/Katzman
Home. Then I worked on turning the fun facts into
JARC when daughter Rachel became a student
poems,
and putting them together with a collage of
ambassador through Hillel Day School in fifth grade.
pictures. In the collage, I put a big photo of Abby
Six years ago, Stu helped build his first sukkah at the
Katchke together with pictures of her favorite
Katzman Home, assembling it from a kit. He took
candy, Raisinets, and pictures of Grey's Anatomy,
extra time to mark the beams and pieces with a system
because she likes that TV show."

Stu describes how moving it was to see Rachel read
her work aloud to the women of the
Gilbert/Katzman Home. "When she presented the
poems, they laughed aloud. It was really
heartwarming."
After assembling and decorating the sukkah in early
October,Jen shared, "I hope that we can continue to
volunteer with bingo nights, and in many other
ways, as a family and individually."

